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About Nigeria RARA

The objective of the Nigeria Reading and Access 

Research Activity (RARA) was to develop and 

evaluate a new approach to improving the teaching 

and learning of Hausa in the early grades in Bauchi 

and Sokoto States in Northern Nigeria. (RARA also 

included research on education access.)

RARA was an EdData II Task Order funded by the 

US Agency for International Development (USAID). 

It was implemented from February 2014 to 

December 2015. 

Materials and reports available at

www.eddataglobal.org  Nigeria
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http://www.eddataglobal.org/


Absence of Hausa literacy teaching and 

learning materials in classrooms; poor 

quality of existing Hausa materials 

Hausa is the home language of the 

majority of pupils (>90% in Sokoto, and 

approx. 80 in Bauchi)

Little time available for Hausa literacy 

instruction (officially and in practice)

Hausa has a well-established 

orthography and a history of being 

written/printed/learned

Very low level of reading skills among 

children in the early grades

Understanding the context 
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Understanding the context 
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• Hausa language teachers speak, write 

and read Hausa; baseline survey 

indicated teachers can fluently read 

Hausa aloud

• Teachers, Head Teachers and school 

supervisors have favorable attitudes 

with respect to teaching Hausa 



Review of existing materials

• Included textbooks, folktale 

anthologies, and picture books 

from Nigeria; Hausa materials from 

Niger; included English language 

materials.

• Examined whether the content, 

language, dialect, activities and 

design of the materials would be 

appropriate for the context, 

children’s level, etc. 

• Each title was evaluated by a 

Hausa language expert, a reading 

expert, and a Hausa teacher. 

• The research concluded that the 

content of several of the 

anthologies and picture books was 

useful and could be adapted into a 

story read aloud book for teachers, 

but a teacher’s guide and pupil 

reader would need to be 

developed   
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Teacher’s Guide

Developed a Teacher’s Guide to fill 

gaps in the existing Hausa 

curriculum and support teachers’ 

instruction. 

 Based on classroom observations, 

teachers’ skills for developing lesson 

plans for reading instruction was weak. 

 Instructional routines and activities built 

on what teachers were currently doing 

well, and what they could likely learn in a 

short amount of time

 Includes guided lessons for teaching and 

assessing reading and writing skills.

 Written entirely in Hausa, since teachers 

can read the language and need to 

teach in it.
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Elements of user-friendly design in the Guide

Guidance on how to facilitate each lesson was provided in 3 facing-page 

spreads, for a total of 6 pages per lesson. These are pages 1-2. 

Large thumbnail 

of the Pupil 

Reading Book

Icons used to 

guide teacher 

Each activity is 

highlighted in its 

own text box. 

The name of 

the activity is in 

a blue text box.
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Pupil Reading Book

Based on background research, 

the majority of children in the 

early grades did not have books 

in Hausa that:

 They could read (age- and level-

appropriate)

 Allowed them to practice reading 

and writing at the same time.
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Pupil Reading Book content

Learning objective 1:

Introduce letter sounds. 

Show how they combine 

to form words.

Learning objective 2:

Demonstrate how each 

letter is written.

Learning objective 3:

Develop fluency skills 

with decodable text 

based on the week’s 

lesson. 

Sample lesson from the Pupil Reading Book 
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Story Read Aloud

Developed a Story Read Aloud—

to be read by the teacher to 

students—to build on children’s 

oral language skills and 

strengthen their comprehension 

skills. 

 EGRA results showed that many 

students had a good foundation in oral 

language skills

 15 stories were selected for the Read 

Aloud book; edited/adapted as needed 
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Developing the Hausa scope and sequence

 The scope and sequence of the 

content was informed by:

– Literacy approach learning 

objectives 

 Build foundational reading skills

– Available time for reading 

instruction

 Official school timetable stipulates 

Hausa should be taught 2-3 days 

per week, for approx. 35 mins/class

 Actual instructional time is much 

less due to variety of factors

– Hausa language analysis

 Used SynPhony software to analyze 

letter frequency, generate word lists, 

and develop decodable text for Pupil 

Reader

 Worked closely with a Hausa 

language specialist and trained 

linguist 
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Cultural relevance of content

Equitable 

representation of 

gender

Equal number of 

female and male 

characters, 

character 

development 

avoids gender 

stereotypes.

Cultural relevance

The characters are a 

typical family from 

northern Nigeria.

Character profiles

Writers developed 

profiles of the main 

characters, including 

their:

• Physical traits

• Personal 

background

• Personality traits

• Likes and dislikes

• Afraid of…

• Best friend

• Favorite activities

Main characters

Nana and Abba
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Reflections on Hausa materials development
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Background research identified language- and context-specific issues that informed all 

aspects of materials development.



Reflections on Hausa materials development
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Materials were developed in a highly collaborative manner, which created gov’t 

ownership and acceptance from day 1, boosted understanding of the importance of 

Hausa literacy instruction, and built capacity through hands-on involvement.



Reflections on Hausa materials development
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Involvement of language and other local experts. Those who developed the 

materials knew the context and language well. The team included people from two 

states, who knew the corresponding Hausa dialects and could ensure the materials 

would be acceptable in both locations. 



Reflections on Hausa materials development
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Quality control tools and processes resulted in instructional materials that were 

appropriate, appealing and well-received—and which had an impact in improving 

teachers’ literacy instruction and students’ reading skills. 



RARA materials and reports

 All RARA materials are available for download, use, and adaptation in any 

form under a Creative Commons license. 

– Teacher’s Guide 

https://www.eddataglobal.org/countries/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=676

– Pupil Reading Book 

https://www.eddataglobal.org/countries/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=679

– Story Read Aloud 

https://www.eddataglobal.org/countries/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=677

 The review of existing materials, including framework and evaluation 

instruments, is available here: 

https://www.eddataglobal.org/countries/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=

654

 The results of the RARA reading RCT are available here:

https://www.eddataglobal.org/countries/index.cfm?fuseaction=pubDetail&ID=

846

 Visit the Nigeria page on the EdData website for all other RARA 

documentation: www.eddataglobal.org
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